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Abstract
We have studied the internal friction of amorphous diamond-like carbon films prepared by pulsed-laser deposition
from 0.4 to 300 K. The low temperature internal friction below 10 K is dominated by the atomic tunnelling states
for amorphous solids, which is a measure of structure disorder. We have tried to vary the content of sp3 carbon
atoms versus sp2 ones by changing laser fleunce, by doping with N and Ar, and by annnealing at 500◦ C for 20
minutes. Our results show that the internal friction varies about one order of magnitude from 2 × 10−5 to 2 × 10−4 ,
and its value is higher with higher sp3 content when the film quality is generally considered superior. However,
it is known that as-deposited diamond-like carbon films with high sp3 content are heavily stressed. Annealing
and doping are used to release the stress. We conclude that in addition to tetrahedral bonding, low stress is also
important in reducing struture disorder associated with the low energy tunnelling states in amorphous solids.
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1. Introduction
Amorphous diamond-like carbon (DLC) films
have the unique combination of properties, such as
high values of hardness, elastic moduli, electrical
resistivity, and chemical inertness. These properties have stimulated considerable research and development interests for their applications in recent
years. The key success that leads to the superior
properties of DLC is the ability to prepare films
with high content of sp3 atoms over the sp2 and
with low internal stress [1,2].
After having studied a variety of amorphous silicon (a-Si) and amorphous germanium (a-Ge) films,
1

we have reached the conclusion that tetrahedral
bonding is an important factor in reducing atomic
tunnelling states (TS) in a-Si and a-Ge films at
low temperatures [3]. In certain hydrogenated a-Si
film, TS can be made to disappear completely [4],
which, we believe, is at least partially related to
the low internal stress in the material [5]. The existence of low energy TS in all amorphous solids,
with the exception mentioned above, is an unsolved
mystery in condensed matter physics. For a recent
review, see ref. [6]. An systematic internal friction
study of DLC prepared by pulsed laser deposition
will be a valuable import to understand TS. At
the same time, internal friction result may provide
useful information about structure disorder in the
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Table 1
Some relevant parameters of the DLC films studied in this
work. Q−1
0 is the low temperature internal friction plateau
explained in text.

Samples

laser

deposition

film

Q−1
0

fluence

pressure

thickness

at

(J/cm2 )

(Torr)

(nm)

T < 10 K

70

1.2 × 10−4

2.6 ×

10−5

high f

8.6

high f:Ar

8.6

Ar: 5 × 10−2

230

7.7 × 10−5

low f

4.3

1.6 × 10−5

150

6.3 × 10−5

4.3

10−5

130

3.8 × 10−5

400

2.3 × 10−5

low f,

annealeda

low f:N
a

At

500◦ C

4.4

1.6 ×

N2 : 6 × 10−2

for 20 minutes.

material, in particular, its dependence on annealing, doping, and laser energy.
Fig. 1. Internal friction of the double-paddle oscillator Q−1
osc
vs. temperature. Shown is the internal friction of the bare
paddle oscillator (background) and an paddle oscillator
with a 70 nm DLC films deposited in vacuum. The inset
is the geometry and illustrated mode shape of the second
antisymmetric mode of double-paddle oscillator.

2. Measurements and results
Samples of DLC films were prepared by pulsedlaser deposition (PLD) technique [7] with a
Lambda Physik Kr-F Excimer Laser (wavelength
248 nm, pulse duration 15 ns, repetition rate 10
Hz). Deposition was done in a vacuum chamber
with base pressure of ∼ 2 × 10−5 Torr. Target
was high purity graphite. Total of 5 samples were
studied in this work. We varied laser fluences from
4.3 ∼ 8.6 J/cm2 . It crosses the threshold fluence
of 5 J/cm2 at which the structure changes from
mostly disordered graphitic to tetrahedral amorphous carbon [2]. For one of the low fluence films
we subsequently annealed it at 500◦ C for 20 minutes in Ar atmosphere in order to observe the
effect of stress releasing upon annealing. We also
deposited films in partial pressure of Ar and N2
for doping purpose. The samples were listed in
Table 1 with revelant films parameters.
Measurements of internal friction were performed using the double-paddle oscillator (DPO)
technique [8]. The oscillators were fabricated out
of high purity undoped silicon wafers, with resistivity > 5 kΩcm. The overall dimension of the
oscillators was 28 mm high, 20 mm wide, and
0.3 mm thick. The so-called second antisymmetric

mode had an exceptionally small internal friction
Q−1 ∼ 2 × 10−8 at low temperatures (T < 10 K),
see Fig. 1, which was reproducible within 10% for
different oscillators. The small Q−1 was attributed
to its unique design. For the second antisymmetric mode, the head and wings vibrated against
each other, which led to the torsional oscillation
of the neck while leaving the leg and foot with
little vibration to minimize the external loss (see
the inset of Fig. 1). The film to be studied was
deposited onto the neck (shaded area in the inset
of Fig. 1). The resonance was excited capacitively
at a frequency of 5500 Hz. For details of the internal friction measurements technique, see ref. [9].
The internal friction results presented in this work
were obtained exclusively using this mode for
maximum detection sensitivity.
Deposition of a thin film onto the oscillator
changes its internal friction, Q−1
osc . From the increase above the bare oscillator (substrate) internal friction, Q−1
sub , the internal friction of the thin
−1
film itself, Qfilm , can be calculated through [8]
2

Q−1
film =

Gsub tsub
(Q−1 − Q−1
sub ),
3Gfilm tfilm osc

(1)

where t and G are thicknesses and shear moduli of substrate and film, respectively. Gsub =
6.2 × 1011 dyn/cm−2 is the shear modulus of silicon along h110i orientation as for the neck of the
DPO. For our DLC films, we use Gfilm = 3.4×1012
dyne/cm−2 , which was taken from literature [10].
It was measured by surface Brillouin scattering on
samples deposited by the filtered cathodic vacuum
arc technique. We understand that the elastic
constants of our DLC films may be different from
that of the literature, and it may even vary from
sample to sample. Because of the complexity of
getting the elastic constants measrued correctly
[10], We have to ignore that for now before more
studies of the elastic properties become available.
In Fig. 1, the internal friction of the DPO with
and without a DLC film are shown. Deposition
of a 70 nm DLC film increases the internal friction by more than one order of magnitude from its
background. With eq. 1, Q−1
film can be calculated,
which are shown in Fig. 2 for all five samples studied. Note the background was measured on a different oscillator, which is not a problem due to
the excellent reproducibility of the measurement.
From above 10 K to 300 K, Q−1
film exhibits strong
temperature dependence. Except for the low fluence and annealed film (labelled ‘low f, annealed’
in Fig. 2), Q−1
film increases with temperature to a
value around 5×10−4 , which is almost the same for
all the four as-deposited samples, independent of
their lower temperature behavior. For the low fluence and annealed film, a maximum is developed at
about 190 K while the room temperature internal
friction is by one order of magnitude smaller. The
decrease of the room temperature internal friction
is consistent with the fact that annealing recovers
some of the as-grown defects and reduces the internal stress of the film [11]. The internal friction of
the as-deposited films above 10 K may be related a
thermally activated energy dissipation process that
develops a maximum at above room temperature,
similar to what has been found in other amorphous
solids, see the internal friction of a-SiO2 in Fig. 2

Fig. 2. Internal friction of the amorphous diamond-like
carbon films Q−1
vs. temperature. The internal friction
film
of bulk a-SiO2 is shown for comparison. The double-arrow
denotes the ‘glassy range’ explained in text.

and ref. [12]. The annealing may have shifted the
maximum to lower temperature.
Below 10 K, the internal friction of all samples
is flat in temperature and varies from 2 × 10−5 to
2 × 10−4 . This is a characteristic feature of amorphous solids, and is a direct consequence of elastic
energy dissipation by TS due to the broad distribution of their density of states. The flat internal
friction is called the internal friction plateau Q−1
0 .
According to the model of two-level tunnelling systems (TLS) [13,14] and its implementation [15],
which provides a phenomenological description of
the observed low temperature thermal and elastic
properties of amorphous solids,
Q−1
0 =

π P̄ γi2
,
2 ρv 2

(2)

where P̄ is the spectral density of TS, γ their coupling energy to the lattice, ρ the mass density, and
v the speed of sound (in the case of a torsional
oscillation in this paper, it is transverse speed of
sound). While this quantity, Q−1
0 , has previously
3

been shown to be of a nearly universal magnitude
from 1.5 × 10−4 to 1.5 × 10−3 , called ‘glassy range’,
it has recently been found that it can be reduced
several orders of magnitude [4]. The variation of
the internal friction plateau only occurs in a-Si and
to some extent also in a-Ge [3]. Amorphous a-C
belongs to the same system with tetrahedral bonding. In Fig. 2, the low temperature internal friction
plateaus of the DLC films are all smaller than the
glassy range found in all other amorphous systems,
indicated by the double-arrow and the internal friction of a-SiO2 . Film ‘high f’ is right at the bottom
of the glassy range, while film ‘low f:N’ is one order of magnitude lower. This result is consistent to
our findings in a-Si and a-Ge.
High laser fluence leads to higher sp3 content [2].
Based on our findings in a-Si and a-Ge, that will
reduce the density of TS. However, we find Q−1
0 is
higher for films with higher fluence. Furthermore,
annealing at 500◦ C for 20 minutes should result in
almost complete stress relaxation with the conversion of some fourfold carbon atoms into threefold
ones [11]. But, we observe that Q−1
0 decreases after annealing. Our results show that tetrahedral
bonding is not the only important parameter that
determines the density of TS in systems with fourfold coordination. Just as we have seen in a-Si,
the film that has smallest low temperature internal friction is the one with minimal internal stress.
Doping with Ar or N helps to relax the stress, while
they produce more carbon atoms with sp2 content
[16]. This is consistent with the observed reduction
of Q−1
0 upon doping, either on high or low fluence.
According to the constraint counting model [17]
and its subsequent modification [18], a three dimensional glass is considered rigid with no extra
degree of freedom when its average coordination
number exceeds 2.4. In this sense, even the threefold coordination in sp2 carbon atom is sufficient in
eliminating the TS. Additional coordination may
only cause stress, and hence increased local disorder in heavily stressed region.

3. Conclusion
We confirm that a-C, just like a-Si and a-Ge, belongs to the tetrahedrally bonded amorphous system, in which the low temperature internal friction
can display a wide variation, deviating from the
glassy range established for all other amorphous
solids. However, the fourfold atomic bonding is not
the decisive parameter in determining the atomic
tunnelling states. Rather, the internal stress of the
thin film materials is. The nature of the tunnelling
states is still to be explored.
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